
 

 

 
 
Sardinia X Sports ASD organizes on Saturday 30 October 2021 in Marinella in the Municipality of Golfo 
Aranci (SS), with the contribution of the Tourism Department of the Region of Sardinia and the Municipality 
of Golfo Aranci, with the approval of the Sardinia Regional Committee F.I.Tri., the TRIES X - Aquathlon, 
bronze race of Aquathlon Classic and Youth, valid as regional championship and absolute category of 
aquathlon on all races in the program. All information about www.triesx.it 

 

COMPETITIONS 

Minicuccioli (2014-2015)   50 SWIM - 200 RUN 

Cuccioli (2012-2013)    100 SWIM - 500 RUN  

Beginners (2010-2011)   200 SWIM - 1000 RUN 

Kids (2008-2009)    400 SWIM - 1500 RUN 

Youth A (2006-2007)    750 SWIM - 3000 RUN 

Yout B (2004-2005)    2500 RUN - 1000 SWIM - 2500 RUN 

Junior (2002-2003)    2500 RUN - 1000 SWIM - 2500 RUN 

Senior      2500 RUN - 1000 SWIM - 2500 RUN 

Master     2500 RUN - 1000 SWIM - 2500 RUN 

Relays Races (female/male/mixed)  2500 RUN - 1000 SWIM - 2500 RUN 

N.B. If the temperature of the water and the climatic conditions do not allow it, it will be possible to make 
the race of Aquathlon Classic starting with the fraction of swimming, with the next fraction of race turning 
on the total of the race. 

 

PROGRAM 

Friday  29 October   
5:00/7:00 pm opening of the race secretariat 
 
Saturday 30 October 
08.00/11.45 am opening of the race secretariat (8.45 closing for youth categories) 
09.00/09.20 am opening/closing change zone youth categories from MC to YA 
09.20 am check and pre-race briefing TRIES X - Aquathlon Youth 
09.30 am start of youth category competitions from MC to follow 
11.30/11.45 am check out change zone youth categories from MC to YA 
12.00/12.20 pm opening/closing change zone TRIES X - Aquathlon Classic 
12.20 pm check and pre-race briefing TRIES X - Aquathlon Classic 
12.30 pm departure TRIES X - Aquathlon Classic  
01.45/02.00 pm  check out change area 
02.00 pm Lunch Party 
03.00 pm Prize giving Ceremony  

http://www.triesx.it/


 

 

 
 
RULES OF PARTICIPATION 
 
All triathletes of both sexes will be able to participate in the race, provided they are regularly registered with 
the F.I.Tri. for 2021 and foreign athletes regularly registered with the Federation of belonging by presenting 
a copy of the federal card valid for the year 2021. 
In addition, those who are not members of the F.I.Tri. may participate, provided that they possess: 
- for the competitive categories Children - Youth A and B - Junior - Senior - Master: medical certificate of the 
competitive type with the words TRIATHLON (without this written  will not be possible the participation, will 
not be considered valid medical certificates for other sports); 
- for non-competitive categories Mini Cuccioli - Cuccioli - Esordienti: medical certificate of fitness for non-
competitive sport, valid for one calendar year from the date of issue; 
subscribing to a "daily membership" issued to the athlete by the F.I.Tri., with validity to the single event. 
Please note that the daily membership does not constitute, nor is equivalent to the annual membership and 
therefore between the athlete, on the one hand, and ASD organizer of the race, on the other hand, there is 
no association. 
 
Daily membership registration fees: 
€ 5  Categories Mini Cuccioli - Cuccioli - Beginners - Boys - Youth A and B 
€ 10  Categories Junior -Senior - Master 
According to the same requirements (membership and specific competitive certification for triathlons) will 
be able to participate in relay mode teams formed by two athletes who will alternate in the two disciplines 
of the race (teams may be formed by athletes of the same sex or mixed, belonging to the categories Youth B, 
Junior, Senior and Master). The cost of any daily membership in this case is € 10 per relay runner (€ 5 for 
Youth B athletes). 
 
The rules of the F.I.Tri. technical regulations in force will be applied. 
 
 
REGISTRATION FEES 
€   5,00   Mini Cuccioli - Cuccioli - Beginners- Kids- Youth A e B Categoria Junior 
€ 10,00  Categoria Junior 
€ 20,00  Categoria Senior e Master 
€ 30,00   Relay Race ( team share) 

REGISTRATIONS 
Memberships  are only and exclusively received through the ENTERNOW portal 
The procedure for the daily membership will be defined on site at the secretariat of the race by filling out  
the form for membership and the delivery of the copy of the specific medical certificate required to be 
shown in original. 
The eventual lack of one of the necessary requirements for participation in the race will exclude the athlete 
from the opportunity to participate to the event without the possibility of reimboursement of the race fees. 
The registration fee includes: accident insurance and RCT, medical assistance, headset, bibs, rental of timing 

https://www.enternow.it/it/browse/tries-x-aquathlon


 

 

chips, race pack (bag, technical t-shirt, towel, gadget), lunch party, finisher medal for all those who will finish 
the race. 

REGISTRATION  DEADLINE  28 October 2021 

 

ROUTES 

Swimming: the swimming fractions will take place in the water mirror in front of the beach of Borgo Marana 
in the Gulf of Marinella on a circuit implemented from time to time based on the distance of the race. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Run: the trail is traced on a circuit implemented from time to time depending on the race distance entirely 
closed to traffic that winds within the village of Marana and adjacent areas. 

 

Departure/arrival and change zone: the departure and arrival will take place on the beach of Borgo Marana 
where the change zone will also be set up. Access to the change area is only allowed to competitors, judges 
and authorised auxiliaries. In the transition area each athlete can introduce only the material strictly 
necessary for the performance of the race. All the material used in the race: shoes, shirts, headset, goggles, 
etc. shall be placed, at specified times, in reserved places and marked with the respective race numbers. 
Athletes are required to reposition the material used in the various fractions to the assigned place, penalty 
admonitions or disqualification by the Judges of the race. 

 



 

 

 

 

TIMING 
Timing Data Service will measure time and chart processing by  a system based on an active transponder 
(chip) that will be delivered when the tender envelope will be collected, inserted on a bracelet to attach to 
your ankle, combined with your race number. It is forbidden to tamper the chip. Athletes who in any way 
damage the chip will not be timed and will not appear in the rankings. Remember that the race number and 
the corresponding timing chip is strictly personal and is not transferable to anyone, on pain of 
disqualification. Passing through the controls of the route wearing the chip of another competitor involves 
disqualification from the race. The chip at the end of the race must be returned to the appropriate area, 
even by retired athletes or not. The chip can only be used for the Tries X - Aquathlon event for which it has 
been set. Failure to return obliges the athlete to return the chip to Sardegna X Sports by 10 November 2021. 
Failure to return the chip will result in a debt of € 20 with the Organization, which reserves the right to 
charge it to the registration of the following year or has the right to appeal against the member or the sports 
club to which they belong. 

PRIZE GIVING CEREMONY 
The first three men and women absolute athletes of the classic aquathlon race will be awarded and, 
excluding these, for both sexes the first three of each category. For the youth aquathlon will be awarded the 
first three of each male and female category. 

The absolute winners of each category will receive the Regional Aquathlon 2021 Champion jersey. 

 

REFRESHMENT POINT  
There’s a rest stop on the way out of the finish line. The same point will serve the exit of the change zone in 
case and the turning point of the course from 3000m on two laps from 1500m. 



 

 

 

HEALTH CARE  
A Medical Area will be set up close to the arrival zone with direct access to the same. Also on the beach will 
be set up a health presidium of first surgery. There will be two ambulances with staff and two doctors (one 
to garrison the water space and the other on arrival). 

 

 

HOSPITALITY  
All the advantageous offers of stay  are available on the website: www.sardivet.it  

 

HOW TO REACH MARINELLA 
By car. If you land with ferries to Sardinia in Olbia, take the SS/125 and continue in the direction of Golfo di 
Marinella taking the SP/16. From Sassari take the SS/131, take the exit for Olbia and continue on the SS/597, 
then on the SS/125 towards Golfo di Marinella taking the SP/16.  
From Cagliari take the SS/131, follow the direction Nuoro/Olbia at Km 124 immediately after the Agip di 
Abbasanta, alternatively, for those who want, before reaching Sassari take the exit for Olbia then continue 
on the SS/597. Once in Olbia take the SS/125 until you reach your destination, taking the SP/16 towards 
Golfo di Marinella. 

By train. Route Olbia-Golfo Aranci, station Marinella. Schedules and information: www.trenitalia.com 

 

 

http://www.sardivet.it/
http://www.trenitalia.com/


 

 

 

ORGANIZATION 
Sardegna X Sports ASD 
Via Generale Stefano Cagna 44 - 09126 Cagliari  
Reference site: www.triesx.it 
e-mail: sardegnaxsports@gmail.com 
C.F.: 92218420922 

CONTACT RACE REFERENT  
Francesco Biggio  
Tel: 348.1526964 
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